AnewChurch.TV Musician / Singer guidelines –
1. This is a ministry position as well as a musical position.
2. The setlist will be determined by the worship leader for that week. Please send all
suggestions several weeks in advance.
3. The Pastor will appoint the worship leader, the musicians will follow the worship leader.
4. Songs are sent out by Monday of each week to each member as well as the media team by
text message with youtube links. If you do not get the material, it is your responsibility to ask.
5. The worship leader will determine who will play each part, as well as the key and
arrangement for each song. You should learn it the way it is recorded and be ready to adjust
the arrangement as needed during rehearsal.
6. Practice should be done before rehearsal Weds night at 7:00pm, we are not there to learn
parts, only to work out the arrangement.
7. Any financial agreements, paid or volunteer are up to the discretion of the Pastor and
worship leader as the offerings allow. It is understood that this is a ministry and the donation
of your time is a gift to God and the church.
8. Anyone with a microphone should prepare in advance what will be said publically to the
congregation. After a time of experience and maturity in leading, you may be released to share
or encourage the congregation spontaneously.
9. On stage focus should be on God, not on our self or each other. Words and chords should
be memorized as much as possible. Music stands can be a distraction.
10. Arriving on time for weds night (7:00pm) and Sunday morning (8:00am) is mandatory.
Continuous late arrival is disrespectful to the team. A “no show” is automatic termination from
the team.
11. Attendance in the CLG Bible study and Berean class is required. Absence must be cleared in
advance.
12. Stage presence and self awareness for media and recording is always discussed. Where
you stand, how you act, dress, etc.
13. Personal attachment to your style or creative preference may be challenged by the leader
if he or she determines it does not fit the spirit of the song or culture of anewchurch.

14. Use of personal gear is discouraged do to liability. Bring it only when approved and leave it
at your own risk.
15. You may be asked to share a devotion from time to time with the team in regards to our
gift, purpose, motives, and unity. Be spiritually engaged.
16. The team will travel and attend life.church or worship experiences as a team periodically.
You are expected to participate with these team building opportunities.
17. You may be asked to rotate on the schedule or serve behind the scenes on soundboard if
necessary. This is necessary for overall team support.

Signed ________________________________________ Date ______________________

